
ABOUT ME

I finished my bachelor’s in engineering computer systems with a 
specialty in software development.  

Though I really enjoy working on frontend development, I also 
have backend knowledge.  

In my free time, I spend a great part of it learning about web 
development with the hope that in the future I can change the 
way everyone produces content for the internet.

WORK EXPERIENCE

IBM - Marketing Services Center
Web designer

IBM - Marketing Services Center
Technical Leader / Latinoamerica team

IBM - Marketing Services Center
Lead developer / Innovation team

Role dedicated to creating and maintaining all IBM public pages taking  
care of the highest standards of quality and accessibility.

I was the technical leader of a Brasilian team with approximately 12 web 
designers; some of my responsibilities were, writing documentation, 
supporting the team, solving technical questions related to our  
CMS, our CSS framework, accessibility, access, sizings, etc.

This team has a platform to submit innovative ideas, once they are  
evaluated and approved they are reassigned to the development team.

Some of my responsibilities were, deciding stacks to use, developing  
some of these applications, or just supporting them.

IBM - México Software Lab
Fullstack developer / Drupal team

We are working with a WYSIWYG solution that will dramatically reduce  
development times. Every day the Drupal instance with which we work at  
IBM has become more robust. Currently, we work multiple modules with 
a Microfrontends architecture operating between each other.

The Drupal team's main objective is to change the way all IBM pages are 
created and controlled, such as ibm.com, ibm.com/watson, cloud, etc.


CONTACT

+52 452 529 0255

jose.jesus.ochoa.torres@gmail.com

josejesus.dev

jjot93

JOSÉ JESÚS OCHOA T. 
Software Engineer | México, GDL

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jjot93/
https://josejesus.dev/


IBM BADGES

Jacqueline Torres Ibarra - IBM Designer
+52 331 240 5028 / Jacque.torres.ibarra@gmail.com 

Jorge David Mares - IBM Software engineer
+52 452 122 8889 / jdmares15@gmail.com


Edgar Eduardo Blake - TATA Software engineer
+52 452 131 7375 / edgarblake28@gmail.com

REFERENCES

TALENT LAND
Mercado pago challenge

GOOGLE
Polython challenge

IBM
Apache Beam challenge

HACKATHONS

ITSU
Bachelor's degree

CENTRAAL
Mobile web specialist

CISCO
CNNA1 Certification

ORACLE
Java SE6 Certification

EDUCATION

Backend
PHP, Java, Nodejs, Express, APIs,  JWT 

DBMS
MySQL, Mongo

Testing
Unit testing, E2E testing

CMS
Wordpress, Drupal

JS Frameworks
Vue,js, React, Angular.js, Angular, Gatsby, Next

Module bundlers
Webpack, Parcel

Version control system
Git, Github

JS
ES6, DOM manipulation, fetch, package managers, task runners

CSS3
Flexbox, grid, preprocessors, methodologies, grid systems, CSS in JS

HTML5
Semantic tags, accessibility, SEO basics, APIs

Note: These charts reflect just how comfortable I am with 
these technologies.



SKILLS

https://www.youracclaim.com/users/jose-jesus-ochoa-torres

